Linking to Pages in a Scroll Versions space

Every versioned page is created as childpage of the corresponding masterpage. The pages have the same page title as the masterpage with a dot as prefix and the version name as suffix.

For example:

- Masterpage: Key Features
- Versioned page: .Key Features v1.0

This leads to multiple pages with nearly the same page title which are all shown if you want to insert a link via Link > Search. You should always link to the masterpage.

Browse Page Tree functionality

Therefore we implemented a new menu item in the Insert Link screen called Browse Page Tree:
In this page tree only the masterpages are displayed.

**Linking Best Practices**

1. Use the **Browse Page Tree** functionality.
2. If you want to insert a link to a page in a Scroll Versions space you should always link to the masterpage.

Scroll Versions then automatically links to the version of the page selected in the Working Version dropdown.